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The following information is designed to assist in the configuration of an EtherNet/IP network over
a radio network.
EtherNet/IP has two standard types of messages. The first type of messaging, PCCC ( PC
cubed), is a DF1 message that has been adapted to the EtherNet/IP specifications. These
messages are unconnected, and because they do not have to go through the connection
manager this type of messaging can reduce the traffic on an EtherNet/IP network.
CIP is another type of messaging reference below. This type of messaging is connected
messaging, and must go through the connection manager. Because of this connection manager,
each time a MSG instruction is enabled in a processor, a FWD Open and FWD Close request
must be sent on the EtherNet/IP line.
Remember that since EtherNet/IP uses TCP/IP for it’s transport layer, all EtherNet/IP messages
are connected messages. Each type of messaging, PCCC and CIP, must be connected on the
TCP/IP layer. CIP messages go through an additional connection at the Application Layer, after
they have already established the connection at the Session Layer. The following shows the 7
layers of TCP/IP communications:

All of the messaging that we are talking about is on the Application layer. We will briefly discuss
the connection of EtherNet/IP, however this is not the area of focus here. We are only talking in
the reduction of the traffic at the Application layer (shown above).

The following will illustrate from the opening TCP/IP sequence on through the completion of one
MSG instruction from a Control Logix processor with a 1756-ENBT to a Compact Logic L35E
processor. The below MSG example is a PCCC style message.

By looking in the far right column you can see that for the completion of one MSG instruction and
how it appears on the Ethernet Line or Radio Network.
On PCCC the sequence for the messaging is as follows:
SYN
SYN ACK
ACK

- client to server
- server to client
- client to server

At this point the TCP/IP socket is open.
List Services
List Services Response

- client to server
- server to client

Register Session
- client to server
Register Session Response
- server to client
At this point the session has been registered and data can be exchanged between the two
devices.
Send RR Data
- client to server
Send RR Data Response - server to client
Data has now been exchanged between the two devices.

Now we will look at a sample of a CIP message. Below is the traffic on the wire for a CIP style
EtherNet/IP message:

Once again, you will see the familiar opening sequence, this time using CIP messaging. By
looking at the far right hand column you can see the follo wing:
SYN
SYN ACK
ACK

- client to server
- server to client
- client to server

At this point the TCP/IP socket is open.
List Services
List Services Response

- client to server
- server to client

Register Session
- client to server
Register Session Response
- server to client
At this point the session has been registered and data can be exchanged between the two
devices.
Every data request with CIP style messaging will now require 6 messages instead of the 2
messages (Send RR Data) as was seen with PCCC style messages.
Now instead of just 2 Send RR messages to exchange data via PCCC messages, a Send RR
Data is used for a FWD Open (Forward Open), then a Send Unit Data is used to exchange data.
After this a Send RR Data is necessary for a FWD Close (Forward Close) message.
Below is the sequence:
Send RR Data (FWD Open Request)
- Client to Server
Send RR Data (FWD Open Response) - Server to Client
Send Unit Data (Request)
- Client to Server
Send Unit Data (Response)
- Server to Client
Send RR Data (FWD Close Request)
- Client to Server
Send RR Data (FWD Close Response) - Server to Client
On CIP messaging, data has now been exchanged.

If we look at the FWD Open Request and Response, FWD Close Request and Response we can
see the amount of data that is added on the EtherNet/IP network using the CIP messaging.
Below is the FWD Open message:

In looking at the size of Frame 418, you will see that it is “142 bytes on wire”.
Below is the sizes of each of the Frames shown above:
Frame 418 (FWD Open Request)
Frame 419 (FWD Open Response)
Frame 422 (FWD Close Request)
Frame 423 (FWD Close Response)

- 142 Bytes
- 124 Bytes
- 118 Bytes
- 108 Bytes
__________
492 Bytes

By using PCCC style messaging instead of CIP style messaging, there can be a reduction of 492
bytes per MSG instruction in a Control Logix or Compact Logix processor.
By reducing the amount of Bytes needed for data exchange you can improve overall throughput
on your network, and a reduc tion of total traffic.

